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Instructional Design Using Lego in Learning Equivalent Fractions
at Elementary School
Maria Luthfiana1),Dodik Mulyono2)
maria_luthfiana@yahoo.co.id
Abstract
Lego is a apart pairs gamemade of plastic, colorful, and has many different sizes which can be
arranged to be various forms based on the user wish. In an instructional design, the Lego can be
used as a starting point in introducing theequivalent fractions lesson to elementary school
students. This research aims at producing learning trajectory on the topic of equivalent fractions
by using Lego game. The research used a design research method which involving 28 students of
grade IV at SDN Kertosono, Musirawas. This research design method has three phases;
preliminary, experiment and representation analysis. In the preliminary phase the researcher
did a review and designed a Hypotenical Learning Trajectory. In the experiment phase, the
researcher did a pilot treatment to 6 students by using Lego while at the teaching experiment;
the treatment was done on 26 students. The last phase, the researcher did
retrospektifanalysisused to plan further activities and development activities The goal is to
develop local instrucsional theory. The data was taken by using questionnaire, test and interview
which was analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively.The research result shows that the students
of grade IV at SDN Kertosono can understand the concept of equivalent fractions by using Lego.
Keywords: Design research, Lego, Learning Trajectory.
INTRODUCTION
Learning is a process in managing of someone’s surrounding to do or show s/he
particular act related with her or his needed. Learning is a process to change in their habit
that starting from inability grow to ability Winkel(in Sutopo,2000:10). In teaching process at
primary students need real medium because of they are in learning and playing level.
Fraction is one of mathematics’ materials which learned at primary school. Fraction
is one of complex concept but it very needed in teaching to the students of primary school. )
(Manede, Ema,2010; Streefland, 1991). The difficulties begin from less in mastery of concept
or did not understand about whole concepts of fraction. Understanding concept is first step to
the next level that is an application in mathematics’ count in teaching mathematic. The
summation of equivalents fraction is one of teaching material that is taught at primary school,
its categories in difficult to understand by students. One of mistake that often found by
students is Students summing the numerator and denominator numerator with the
denominator.
The result of the research fromBodrova& Leong (2005) state that children who
involve active in the playing activity, they have developing of memory skill better, developing
of language, able to measure their habit, and then able to adopt to the academic environment.
Another important thing, playing which done by interaction to others, it is growing social
competency at the children. They are able to do relationship, negotiation and solving the
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conflict that rise in the games (Lester &Russel, 2008). Playing provides a valuable opportunity
for students in conducting activities and explores the learning of mathematics (Ginsburg, Lee
& Boyd, 2008). At this research, the researcher used Lego as medium. Lego is a toy that
popular in the world, caused the product which can be apart pairs and prepared in
accordance with the creativity of the users without any limitation form. Lego as connectors in
learning sum equivalent fractions by using research methods,. Design research is developing a
series of activities using mathematics education approach realistic Indonesia (PMRI). PMRI
emphasizes brought on teaching mathematics meaningful by linking it in real life. Students
presented contextual issues, namely the problems relating to the situation realistically. The
word realistic is a situation that can be imagined by the students or describe the situation in
the real world (Zulkarnain, 2002). The goal of PMRI is increasing teaching mathematic in
abstract with real life, so mathematics easy to understand (Fauzi (2002). Nuraeni (2013) state
that teaching by using game will make the students interested to learn mathematic and giving
understanding in using concept of mathematics at the beginner level. Based on the
explanation of background of the study above, the objective of the research to create learning
trajectory to help the students to find sum equivalent fractions by using lego at students of
elementary grade IV
THEORITICAL REVIEW
Indonesian Realistic Mathematics Education (PMRI)
Learning process especially PMRI emphasizes the learning process where the
students’ activity in searching, finding and building their selves the knowledge which needed
become learning experiences each student. Based on De Lange,
Mathematics learning approach PMRI has several aspects as bellow, (Hadi, 2005):
1. Starting the lesson by asking a question the " real " for students in accordance with the
level of experience and knowledge so that students are immediately engaged in
meaningful learning
2. Problems which given should be directed in accordance with the objectives to be achieved
in these subjects.
3. Students develop or create models of symbolic informally there are issues / problems
presented.
4. Teaching takes place interactively: students explain and give reasons for his answer,
understand his answer (other student), agreed to his friend answer, expressed
disapproval, looking for an alternative settlement to another and reflect on each step that
taken or the results of the lesson .
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The icebergs which have been designed in this study are:
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RESEARCH METHOD
In this research, the researcher used research design which is an appropriate way to
answer questions of researchers and achieve the objectives of this research. In this research,
designing solder sum equivalent fractions with PMRI approach in the IV grade of Primary
school by using lego as the beginner in learning. In this research, there were allegations of
strategy and students, thinking who are subject to change and evolve during the learning
process. This research, took place cyclically (repeated) on a experiment thought to
experiment teaching ( Gravemeijer , 1994; embiring , Hoogland fan Dolk , 2010)
There are three steps in take research design. (Gravemeijer&Coob, 2006). The first
step is preliminary design At this stage, a literature review on learning material sum
equivalent fractions and scientific approach. Furthermore, researchers held discussions with
teacher of math about the condition and what things are needed during the study. Then it will
be designing the hypothetical learning trajectory which is a hypothesis or conjecture how the
thinking and understanding of students thrive in a learning activity which in this study using a
scientific approach that is specific to the material sum equivalent fractions.
According Gravemeijer (2004 ) HLT consists of three components namely : a. The purpose of
learning mathematics for students ; b . Learning activities and contexts that are used in the
learning process;, c. Conjecture process of learning how to identify the understanding and
strategies for emerging and developing students when learning activities done in the class. At
HLT developed a series of learning activities summation material equivalent fractions using
PMRI approach contains allegations that consists of learning objectives , learning activities
and allegations of students' thinking ( Simon , 1995) .
The second steps at this research are the Experiment Design that consisting of a pilot
experiment and teaching Experiment. At the Pilot experiments used to try HTL that was
planed. The trial at this stage, the six students who do not come from a class that will be do
teaching experiment. The six students who selected they have different abilities. Experiment
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pilot aims to test the hypothetical learning trajectory ( HLT ) have appropriate initial or
repeated revisions still need to be done . Furthermore, from the results of this phase,
researchers will gain an overview of the condition and capabilities of students as research
subjects. Teaching Experiment aims to test the design of hypothetical learning trajectory (
HLT ) that have been tested in pilot stage experiments and revised. At this stage hypothetical
learning trajectory ( HLT ) is the main guidelines of what the focus of the learning process .
The third steps of the research, was Retrospective Analysis. Where is the data
obtained at the stage teaching experiment analyzed and the results of the analysis are used to
design the next learning activity? At this stage HLT compared with actual student learning, the
results are used to answer the formulation ofproblem . This stage relies on theoretical
objectives to be achieved, so the analysis conducted to determine the local data support the
theory instruction ( LIT ) . At this stage do reconstruction and revision of local instruction
theory. In doing this research, it uses the data collection techniques as video recording,
student activity sheets, observation sheets, interviews, and field notes were collected and
analyzed to improve HLT that has been designed. Data were analyzed retrospectively together
HLT which becomes the reference.
HYPOTENICAL LEARNING TRAJECTORY
Hypothetical Learning Trajectory (HLT) is a hypothesis or perception how thinking and
students’ understanding are developing in an learning activity, where is in this research uses
mathematic realistic Indonesia approach (PMRI). HTL is consists of three components
namely: a. learning mathematics outcome for students; b. learning activity and context
thatused in learning; c. conjecture learning process to know the understanding and students’
strategies that come and developing whenever learning activities do in the classroom. There
are HTL developing toward preparing for the experiment:
LEARNING HYPOTHESIS SUMMATION OF EQUVALENT FRACTIONS
Distinguish
between
fractions ½, ¼, ¾, etc.

Finishing equivalent
fractions test by using
lego
Distinguishin
g lego that
shows
fractions

½,1/4,1/8
, dsb
Students able to describe
the meaning of parceling
using sentences by them
selves’ menggunakan
kalimat sendiri

Summation
of equivalent
fractions

Students able to mention the
samples of fractions and
equivalent summation by
using lego
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The explanation of Hypothetical Learning Trajectory
namely;

(HLT) at the picture above

Activity 1:
 Students give videos about parceling of fraction, the aims to expand the students’
knowledge about parceling concept. Further exploration of the parceling of fractions
also use the board first fraction has been prepared by researcher.
 After pass two previous activities, students directed in order to create definition of
parceling using their words and at the same time students asked to give examples of
fractions. It is intended that the researchers able to determine the extent of the
students’ capabilities of regarding examples of fractions.
 The next activity the students were asked to do the division of fractions using a
fraction board provided. In this activity students were given about the distribution of
fractional complete with student activity sheet. All activities are given to students is
presented in the form of student activity sheet (LKS). Furthermore, students are asked
to make a conclusion.
Activity 2
After activity 1 above, Students re- awarded student activity sheet (LKS) which
contains the activities of the parceling of fractions. In this activity will be seen the extent to
which the student's ability to understand the concept of parceling of fractions. Some of the
problems presented in the second activity are the fractional parceling problems with difficult
numbers. But for students who understand the concept of parceling of fractions in activity 1
and is able to do without using fraction parceling board.
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